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Stockholm, October 14, 2014

INVISIO launches next generation X5 headset

INVISIO (IVSO) has today at AUSA in Washington launched the next generation
of its highly successful INVISIO X5 headset. The new headset takes comfort, fit
and durability to a new level. It will be available for volume shipping from the
first quarter of 2015.

The extensively fielded and combat proven INVISIO X5 headset is a dual sided in-ear
hearing protection headset that utilizes the patented INVISIO Bone Conduction
Microphone Technology for crystal clear communications. The INVISIO X5 headset has
industry leading hearing protection (32 dB SNR) and 360 degree situational awareness in
a small and comfortable in-ear wearing style.

The new INVISIO X5 is an even smaller and fully ergonomic headset that easily fits all
ear shapes. It is a true “One Fits all” headset and has been further improved in size and
shape to offer maximum comfort during long periods of use.
In addition the new INVISIO X5 has increased durability and ruggedness along with a
new cable management system.

For more information about INVISIO X5, please visit www.invisio.com.

For additional information, please contact:
Lars Højgård Hansen, CEO INVISIO Communications
Mobile: + 45 53 72 7722
E-mail: lhh@invisio.com

About INVISIO Communications AB
INVISIO Communications AB is a public company listed on the NASDAQ OMX First North Premier Segment (ticker code: IVSO)
an alternative market on NASDAQ OMX Stockholm. INVISIO specializes in voice communications in difficult conditions. The
company develops, manufactures, markets and sells communication solutions, such as advanced headsets control units and
accessories for use with two-way radio. Our solutions are primarily for professional users who often work in difficult
environments. The customers are for example found in the military and military Special Forces, police and SWAT teams,
emergency services, the security sector, and various industries throughout the world. Additional information is available on the
company’s website at www.invisio.com. Mangold Fondkommission AB is Certified Adviser for INVISIO Communications AB.


